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Figure out how to meal prep like a pro with 12 weekly meal plans from YouTube's popular Match
Couple Cooks, each with 4 unique recipes for 6 times of breakfasts, lunches, and dinners. •  
Healthy Meal Prep does the task for you with meal programs and recipes that show you through
planning a week's well worth of wholesome, well balanced meals in just a few hours.   Prep day
action programs for each week with step-by-step help with how exactly to execute your meal prep.
••Achieve your health goals, increase your time, and spend less with meal programs and
recipes.Nutritional information for each recipe to help manage macros and achieve diet goals.    
Planning ahead is the easiest way to ensure success when you're trying to consume healthy, but
figuring out what things to make and consume each week can be overpowering. Time-saving
shortcuts and simple strategies for building meal prep do the job.
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Miss the Kindle Version This content itself is wonderful, I will definitely be repurchasing this in
traditional format. For instance, in this book, chapter, Healthy Game Time weeks menu has 2,185
calories, 119g fat, 142g carbohydrates, 34 g fiber and a whopping 127g Fat. #fitfam4ever Good
meal ideas I got this as a gift for my husband who is experimenting with diet... positive thing this was
just two bucks or I'd have been really ticked. Superb way to start out prepping I love the design and
menus so much I had to buy another one and gave my initial duplicate to my boss! I’m working
through each week as it is provided in the book. So far everything is delicious and well portioned!
The grocery list is a life saver. I make an instant copy and check out the store. This reserve has a
photo for each meal, beginners can have a standard picture for what they are preparing. Did
Healthy Food Prep help me drop weight? Don't take reserve to the shop, you'll lose it I bought the
kindle edition, not similar. The plan is simple to follow and even though it took me a little longer to
prep I understand as time passes and practice I’ll get faster. I was quite certain that I was going to
love this reserve even before receiving it because I'm an enormous lover of Stephanie and Adam's
YouTube Channel and also have been from the beginning.! Aside from the peanut butter overnight
oats. Warning! Definitely a great buy irrespective. They are high unwanted fat! How can they not
be? Initial, each weeks menus total between 2,000-2,200 calories. I love the idea of food prep, but
as I'm OCD in the kitchen it could get overwhelming! By meticulous tracking my meals on my fitness
pal, and through trial and error On different diet programs, I now know, that I drop body fat only
once I eat below 35 grams total fat for the day. I am happy with this buy and recommend it to
everyone! No. I was keen to test out this book. I made just these recipes set out in the week longer
menu design for 3 solid months. I gained a lot of weight extremely fast! yes, the dishes still work in
the event that you cut the fats. Will this book assist you to lose weight? I now know, through
knowledge, that I personally only need 1,200 calorie consumption to maintain my fat for my activity
level. He mixes the proteins up with the sides. I am a female 5’3”and 120 pounds. Second the
Great FAT totals, loaded on the pounds! It depends on what your caloric needs and macro nutrients
needs are. If I review 40 grams of unwanted fat I'll gain a pound weekly. I tried the keto diet for six
months and I only dropped 5 pounds. This books is NOT a keto diet plan. Keto is super low
carbohydrate and sky high fats. Second, if your attempting to loose surplus fat, you have to
monitor your macros and you have to know how many calories YOU need for your body to be
able to drop body fat and maintain your muscle. The main element to shedding fats, is you need to
know how many calorie consumption you need for your activity level. This book may work well for
a far more active female or a very much taller woman or a guy. Especially if they want a 2,000
calorie, high fat, moderate carbohydrates diet. The Kindle version, however, is just plain awful.
Chapter, Cozy Comfort meals week menu, has 2,144 calories, 150g proteins, 146g carbohydrates,
31g fibers, and 107g excess fat. Healthy Meal Prep does have moderately carbs but very high
excess fat. This cookbook is definitely Higher FAT and moderate carbohydrates. I am 5’3”, 120
pound woman, and I lift weighty four times weekly. It gets an excellent thumbs up for the recipes
and ideas. Yummy! But, I'll give this to my brother-in-law, who needs 2,000 calories and more fat.
THEREFORE I finally have my live lean macros dialed in. I have already been lifting weights for three
years. Unfortunately for me, the fat I eat over 35g per day, is the fat I put on! This book was a
good lesson in how to gain weight fast! Great tips and Great meals, esp for solo cooking Love this
reserve. All the dishes are easy and the plans are versatile. I don't eat shellfish but I could easily
substitute a meal from a different food plan to replace it. They possess tips to make foods
vegetarian but I don't think this book will be good for rigid vegetarians/vegans or for households. It's
perfect for a single person or a couple as everything can be portioned for just one person. Meal
Prep is overwhelming;We tried the plant-based plates weeks and the meatless meals. Stephanie



and Adam #fitcouplecooks really did an amazing job! Why? Probably. The programs are easy to
follow and I loved the pictures. The food plan included with every week was helpful as well. But,
even though every individual recipe acquired the calorie count, it could have been fine to have the
days total calorie count contained in the time. This book makes it easy. I too needed to cut the
extra fat. But, I'm pleased to say that I didn't experience the taste, texture, or quality of the meals I
prepared was negatively affected in any way by this.We certainly are a split household (I'm
vegetarian, my husband is flexitarian) Thus, we tried an test out the Viva Variety week. I changed
the Poultry in the Camember Chicken with Tofu, and utilized do-it-yourself vegan "meatballs" in place
of the turkey meatballs for me personally and prepared my husband's as written.I did lose a few
pounds to boot! We were both pleased with the results.It took me weekly or so to "come across
my groove" so the prep went steady. But, now it's less complicated and smoother.I'll buy more
copies for friends and family. All that I'd hoped for! The shrimp from the first week was the best and
who knew cauliflower rice would be therefore delicious! I don't love to make but I'm relatively great in
the kitchen. My issue is that I function until 7:30 every night and don't have the energy still left to
begin cooking at that time. Between cooking, eating and then cleaning, I don't close my kitchen light
until 9:30/10:00 every night. Hopefully this book will do it for me. Nice cookbook about meal prep. I
love the performance of the shopping lists supplied, the photos and the macros. I usually prep 4
different dishes on Saturdays for my husband and I. Keep those recipes coming, Steph and Adam!
Ingredients lists chopped in two, words we will never understand hanging off the edge of the device
screen, giant images that take up a whole page and disrupt the flow of the book. He definitely loves
the dishes in here and have used some meals. He uses it more as a suggestion guide. I am
sedentary all day but I strength train 3-4 times weekly for 30 minuets. Decent book needs more
flavor Great reserve to meal prep for tight schedules or people who like to be ahead of things some
things in the reserve can get plain or boring Love the recipes Great purchase Every dish includes a
photo Most books only add a couple of photos. I’ve been following both of these on YouTube for
some time now and enjoy the dishes they have on there so new the reserve would definitely be
worth buying! The laundry are quite healthy as well. Must buy Dishes are absolutely amazing. The
only issue I've is you'll get 3 recipes and 1 breakfast over a 6 time period. I use it weekly!.. you’re
still eating only 3 dishes for nearly a week) therefore i just pick and choose recipes weekly and
make my very own meal programs. The recipes are delicious! I obtain bored fast if I eat the same
thing over and over (even though they give you a meal plan to “keep it new” .! The right recipes
here! Super Easy to Follow! This book rocks ! especially if you certainly are a beginner like me. I
hardly ever food prepped in my life which book made it so easy. All you have to do is designated
just one afternoon during theweekend. It's super organized. & Just what a relief. I'll incorporate some
of the ideas and grocery list into my repertory of foods during the week. I am attempting to
consume better and get rid of some fat. But with food prepping, I don't possess this problem
anymore and, even better yet, my nutrition is all taken care of and I'm feeling better, have lost some
weight and will close my kitchen lighting by 8:30! I used this publication for three months to test the
recipes out and they are delicious! Guidelines are easy to check out and I really like how it has a
prep page before the actual recipes which means you know what purchase to go in.
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